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      ‘Boots’ Labels Greetings Card Miniature Sheets
No.   U/M F/U No.   U/M F/U    

1994 (17 Aug.) Perf 15 x 14 (elliptical). Two phosphor bands.

Printed by Questa in Lithography 
(Boots logo)

OFNP/PVA -  C (Yellow) fluor

SLMS1 1st 2B Bright orange-red (sheet 85 x 43 mm), 
  A(r) Ellipse, Cream gum (17.8.94) 1.50 1.50
SLMS1a  Short bands at bottom £20 
SLMS1b  Left band inset £15 
SLMS1c  Right band inset £15 
SLMS1d  Missing phosphor £800 

SLMS2 1st 2B Bright orange-red (sheet 85 x 42 mm),
  B(s) Ellipse, White gum (.10.94)  1.75 1.75
SLMS2a  Short bands at top £20 
SLMS2b  Left band inset £12 
SLMS2c  Right band inset £17 

SLMS3 1st 2B Bright orange-red (sheet 85 x 42 mm),
  B(s) Ellipse, Cream gum (.10.94) £30 

Printed by Questa in Lithography 
(Boots logo)

OFNP/PVA - D (Blue) fluor

SLMS4 1st 2B Bright orange-red, B(s) Ellipse, 
  White gum(25.9.95) 5.00 5.00
SLMS4a  Right band inset £15 
SLMS4b  Missing phosphor £550 

Greetings Card Miniature Sheets (‘Boots Labels’)

The greetings card miniature sheet, also known as the “Boots” label, consists of a single 1st class NVI at the centre of a rectangular pane that also bears 
informative and publicity text. It is rouletted from each bottom corner to the centre of the top edge to enable it to be folded round one corner of a greetings 
card. It was originally printed by Questa for Boots, with the Boots logo above the stamp, and presented in a sealed transparent pack with a Boots greetings 
card. Later versions were printed without the logo, first by Questa and then by Enschedé.

The Questa unbranded printings have either shorter spacing between the rouletting holes or longer spacing. The Questa version with Boots logo and blue fluor 
(SLMS3) only exists folded as it was always found with a greetings card, but all the others are known unfolded from philatelic outlets.

  

1995 (11 Sep.) Perf 15 x 14 (elliptical). Two phosphor bands

Printed by Questa in Lithography 
(Unbranded)

OFNP/PVA - D (Blue) fluor

SLMS5 1st 2B Bright orange-red, Short spacing (11.9.95) 1.50 1.50

SLMS6 1st 2B Bright orange-red, Long spacing (10.98) £10 
SLMS6a  Mixed ellipses (B(s) to the left, A(r) 
  to the right £80 

Printed by Enschedé in Lithography 
(Unbranded)

OFNP/PVA - D (Blue) fluor

SLMS7 1st 2B Bright orange-red , Dull fluor, 
  violet tint to fluor (29.4.97) 1.50 1.50
  
SLMS8 1st 2B Bright orange-red , Bright fluor, 
  violet tint to fluor (29.4.97) £10 
SLMS8a  Short bands at top £20
SLMS8b  Short bands at bottom £20

SLMS9 1st 2B Bright orange-red , Bright fluor, 
  turquoise tint to fluor
  (29.4.97) £30 


